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• 3 detector modules

• Liquid C6F14 

• Top below -10ºC

• Power dissipation 25W-

48W over 6x4cm2

NA62 is the first experiment to use silicon microcooling plates for the 

thermal management of their GTK pixel detectors (since 2014).

NA62-GTK – SILICON MICROCHANNEL COOLING

A. Mapelli et al. 2012 JINST 7 C01111

P. Petagna et al., Microelec. Journal 44 (2013) 612–618

G. Romagnoli et al., Microelec. Eng. 145 (2015) 133-137
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• Design by CERN EP-DT

• Prototypes fabricated by EP-DT at 

EPFL-CMi on 4” wafers

• Pre-production series by IceMOS

on 6” wafers

• Two batches fabricated at CEA-Leti

on 8” wafers

NA62-GTK – MICROFABRICATION OF COOLING PLATES

8” Si wafer

DRIE channels

wafer bonding

DRIE inlets

DRIE acceptance

Metallization
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NA62-GTK – SOLDERING OF CONNECTORS

1. LASER welding
1/16” SS capillaries to KOVAR connectors

3. NICROBRAZ brazing
1/16” SS capillaries to SS manifolds

2. Bending of the capillaries
1/16” SS capillaries with 0.1 mm wall thickness

4. Au-plating
KOVAR connectors

5. Vacuum brazing
KOVAR connectors do Si
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• microfab

silicon direct bonding… critical step for pressurized channels!

 buried channels: complex channels in silicon without bonding?

 additive manufacturing: working devices in ceramic (~matching CTE)?

• connectors

machined metallic connector brazed on silicon: OK. Better alternatives?

 3D printed connectors: Polymeric / Metallic / Ceramics

• thermo-fluid dynamics data for models

 fundamental studies on CO2 evaporation in microchannels

 performance studies on prototype silicon devices in single phase flow

 performance studies on prototype silicon devices in two-phases flow

A NETWORK TO COORDINATE THE EFFORTS:

ROADMAP FOR PROGRESS
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FBK-CERN EMBEDDED CHANNELS

BURIED CHANNELS APPROACH

WAFER BONDING APPROACH

trenches - anisotrpic etch

channels - isotropic etch

trench filling
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TOWARDS FULL INTEGRATION…?

Monolithic sensor with 

embedded microchannels

Hybrid sensor on cooling plate

Monolithic sensor on cooling plate

Sensor

R/O chips

Thermal 

interface

Thermal 

interface

Integrated, autonomous solutions for thermal management in 

high energy physics and space applications 

D. Alvarez Feito1, M. Boscardin2, A. Mapelli1, P. Petagna1 

1CERN EP-DT, Experimental Physics Department, Detector Technologies Group, Geneva, Switzerland 

2FBK, Fondazione Bruno Kessler, Trento, Italy 

Thermal management represents a major challenge in both high energy physics (HEP) and 

space missions. Whether it is to dissipate the heat generated by readout chips and other 

electronic components or to extend the service life of silicon sensors susceptible to radiation 

damage, cooling has become one of the main design concerns in both fields. Furthermore, the 

harsh environmental conditions encountered in both outer space and HEP experiments 

impose severe constraints, as the cooling solutions must operate under vacuum and absorb 

significant radiation doses.   

Continuous advances in micro-engineering have opened the door to the development of 

smaller and more efficient cooling devices capable of handling increasing power densities 

with a minimum mass penalty. In this respect, previous work carried out at CERN has focused 

on the use of micro-channels etched in single crystal silicon (ScSi) wafers to circulate a cooling 

fluid. However, whilst this technology represents an appealing solution for thermal 

management in detector modules, it poses a number of challenges, particularly for high fluid 

pressures and long structures. Among these, the brittle nature of ScSi, the lack of suitable 

interconnections and the difficulties for the integration, packaging and qualification of such 

devices hinder their application in areas where reliability is paramount.     

While some of these issues have been partially resolved, further advances are required to 

widen the areas of application and simplify the implementation of this technology. In this 

respect, the Detector Technologies group at CERN is starting a collaborative effort to develop 

a novel solution in which the sensor and the cooling circuit would be integrated in a single 

device. This collaboration would build on and benefit from an existing partnership with the 

École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) and the Swiss Space Center (SSC), the 

objective of which is the production of silicon micro heat pipes.   

From a heat-management standpoint the new device would be completely autonomous, 

operating in stand-alone mode without any external connection. To that end both a condenser 

and an evaporator would be included in the micro-fluidic circuit, which would act as a 

miniaturised loop heat pipe. Once demonstrated, this technology could be employed in a wide 

range of fields other than HEP experiments and space missions, including medical 

applications, transport industry, high-power computing and consumer electronics. 
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OTHER ALTERNATIVES UNDER STUDY

Images courtesy of A. Messineo and F. Bosi

Pisa:
PEEK+CFRP pultruded pipes array

Valencia-Bonn-Munich:
SOI substrate with embedded DRIE channels
see also: 2016 JINST 11 P06018

CERN + Manchester (+ industry):
3D printed ceramic channels demonstrators
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MINIATURE 3D-PRINTED CONNECTORS

Pisa (design ready for metal or polymer)Valencia (Polymer)

CERN (Polymer) CERN + Manchester (Ceramics)
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• The sensor itself (the six grey areas that cover the full width of the sensor) has a maximum

power consumption of 1W.

In theremainder wefocuson theuseof micro-channels to removetheheat generated by theread-out

chips in the end-of-ladder area. The area and its nominal power consumption of 6W are indicated

with ared rectangle in figure4. Thecooling manifold is located immediately underneath theheater

circuit.

4 Connectors

To connect the micro-channel manifold to a laboratory cooling circuit a custom interface is used

that connects the inlet and outlet to standard commercial high-pressure connectors. This connector

consistsof plastic piece that slides over the silicon sensor, asshown in figure5. Thesilicon joint is

sealed with aglue layer (Araldite2020 or Araldite2011). On theopposite of theconnector thereare

two threaded holes to connect the standard fittings of the 6mm outer diameter tubes, visible in the

upper right corner of figure 5. The channel in the connector gradually reduces the circular cross

section of the tube fittings to asquare cross section of 400⇥400 µm.

Figure5. Photographs of thesilicon ladder with the integrated cooling circuit and the 3D-printed connector

to thecooling circuit. Both interfacethemicro-channel cooling circuit to commercial fittings (they arevisible

in the upper right corner of the upper image).

Theconnectorsareproduced in a3D printer using theStereolithography (SLO) processoffered

by Sicnova. Thistechniqueoffersamechanical precision of 15–30 µm(depending of the3D printing

speed) and with thin layers of less than 300 µm. The connector material is a plastic (visijet FX

clear ) with a flexural (tensile) strength of 52MPa (82MPa). The radiation length of such plastics

is (typically) 35–45cm.

An assembly consisting of a connector glued onto a silicon sensor was tested for leaks in the

CERN micro-channel cooling laboratory. No detectable increase of the Helium level is observed,

which allows to put an upper bound on the leak rate. The maximum pressure that the connector

stands is 180bar.

– 6 –
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A. Koutoulaki (UT, Nikhef), Marcel Ter Brake (UT), Harry Holland (UT) 

MICROCHANNEL STUDIES AT TWENTE

Inner diameters:

D1=0.88 mm

D2=0.25 mm

• CO2 Blow system with by-pass extension

• Temperature and pressure measurements

• High speed camera for flow visualization

• Fixed circular pipe diameter: 250 mm

• Fixed evaporation temperature: -20ºC 

• Measurement matrix:
 heating power variation

 mass flow variation

• Next step: silicon multichannel device 

(provided by CERN)
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• Controlled CO2 recirculation cooling unit

• Test setup fully under vacuum

• Temperature and pressure measurements

• High speed camera for flow visualization

• Infrared camera for thermal visualization

• Deliverable of Task 9.2 due in October 2017 -

on schedule.

• Study boiling at the microscale level in simple 

single channels and tubes.
 Glass, Stainless Steel, Titanium, Silicon

 Round ID: 0.1 – 1.0 mm

 Square Dh: 0.1 - 0.8 mm

• Test complex microchannel layouts in silicon 

substrates designed for HEP experiments.

CO2 TEST SETUP AT CERN
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MICROCHANNELS FOR BI-PHASE CO2 STUDIES
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• Thermal management represents a major challenge in HEP.

• Continuous advances in micro-engineering have opened the door 
to the development of smaller and more efficient cooling devices 
capable of handling increasing power densities with a minimum 
mass penalty. 

• AIDA-2020 is bringing together a community to develop and study 
silicon microchannel cooling devices and low mass mechanical 
structures .

• By 2019, a catalog of building blocks, design guidelines and 
standards for characterization and qualification of devices and 
systems for microchannel cooling (single phase and evaporative) 
will be available.

SCOPE OF AIDA-2020 TO GATHER THIS KNOWLEDGE AND BRING 

BUILDING BLOCKS TOGETHER

CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK



AIDA-2020 Academia Meets Industry event

• During the AIDA-2020 Annual Meeting

• 3rd-4th April 2017 (Mon-Tue)

• At CNRS-LPNHE, Jussieu Campus in Paris

• Topic: Medical imaging and image processing

This project received funding from the EU Horizon 2020 Research & Innovation program (GA: 654168)
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